Targeted man wants investigation of corrupt 'security'
program and hi-tech weapons
A San Anselmo, California man reports that he is a Targeted Individual and wants a Congressional investigation into
Department of Homeland Security (DHS) and related government agencies' covert application of electronic weapons
on American citizens, including mind control weaponry.
Richard Centeno has written a letter (below) describing shocking assaults and wants a Congressional investigation. He
is not the only one making such allegations and gathering evidence about a rogue element widely infiltrated at high
levels of U.S. security departments.
Airline whistleblowers and a growing number of self-identified targeted individuals are calling for a Congressional
investigation into the nationwide criminal racket controlling agencies and mobbing employees out of their careers.
As reported in a previous article, over 400 Americans have publicly recorded claims of suffering as targets of this
treatment, many of whom are dissidents and whistleblowers. Today, most professionals aware of this alleged human
rights violation agree that this target number is probably much higher than previous estimates.
Many self-identified targets of this program allege experiencing effects of clandestine bombardment of
electromagnetic weapon technology.
Independent researcher, Marshall Thomas has personally interviewed over 250 Americans suffering similar assaults,
many with visible burns. (See video #1 below) Donald Rumsfield and General Richard Meyers answered questions
about electromagnetic weapons (EMW) at a press conference, admitting its existence and experimentation. (See video
#2 below)
All weapons of war must first be tested on humans. The U.S. has a long history of non-consensual human
experimentation using as weapon test subjects society's most vulnerable (prisoners, children, disabled, hospitalized
patients) plus victims of war.
There is mounting evidence of a widespread campaign of experimentation or outright persecution including violating
targets' right to think by attacking with EMWs. (Read: Carol Smith, On the Need for New Criteria of Diagnosis of
Psychosis in the Light of Mind Invasive Technology, Global Research, October 18, 2007, Journal of Psycho-Social
Studies, 2003)
A look at content of TI messages in their online support groups reveals their disturbing accounts: typically death
threats, rapes, physical assaults and assassination attempts. These reports consistently meet criteria of torture.
Reporting these violations to authorities typically results in re-victimization, including forced psychiatric evaluations
or treatment, same as airline whistleblowers.
The system of U.S. war criminal abuse escalated post-911 at the onset of the "war on terror," known to be based on
myths such as the WMD myth that supposedly justified war crimes including nation invasion, occupation, kidnap and
torture.
TI letter
Centeno's letter reads:
My letter to you respectfully requests that that your office consider the following matters in your widely-publicized
efforts to initiate hearings on Capitol Hill to expose the atrocities of the government’s clandestine services involved in
the systematic “psychotronic torture” and “electronic assault” of thousands of innocent Americans, including me.
Since 2002 I have been the victim-target of directed energy weapon attacks, covert surveillance, organized stalking
and orchestrated harassment committed by anonymous (NSA and whatever other perpetrators] community operatives.

I implore you and your staff to spend a few minutes browsing the internet where you will find hundreds of credible
victim accounts and a body of scientific evidence that corroborate that there is a widespread, pervasive secret war
being waged by a rogue element of the [NSA,CIA, FBI, military intelligence...] against unsuspecting citizens
nationwide.
Many victims of land-based and satellite-based directed energy weapon attacks are jolted and shocked with electrical
current that, in some cases, produces visible burns to various parts of the body.
The technology is so advanced and so precise that many women describe sensations of painful penetrations in private
areas. These women refer to this as virtual rape. Many men report painful electrical attacks to their genitals.
There is also significant evidence that the weapons transmit extra low frequency signals that connect to human neural
frequencies thus creating sounds and “voices in the head.” This effect mimics the classic clinical symptoms of
schizophrenia.
In the 1970’s the CIA was ordered by Congress to cease mind control and electronic experiments but the experiments
continued. Now, 40 years later, the technologies have been perfected.
Before discounting these matters as nonsense, I ask your office to make inquiries and conduct research in a sincere
and determined effort to prove the weapons technologies exist and to prove that the weapons are being covertly
deployed against “everyday” Americans; none of whom are enemies of the State.
You will find too many technological common denominators to simply ignore and there are too many credible victims
that cannot simply be categorized as delusional.
Please take these matters seriously and include them in your crusade to bring about public hearings on the illegal
activities of America’s intelligence agencies.
Cordially,
Richard Centeno
Hi-tech mahem
U.K. Psychoanalyst Carole Smith refers to the new technological method to torture people in their homes and
communities "new barbarism." She highlighted eminent astrophysicist and astronomer royal Sir Martin Rees, author of
the book, “Our Final Century” who spoke on BBC radio of devastation from small groups or cults based in the United
States, “…few individuals with the right technology to cause absolute mayhem.”
SITIs consistently report experiences reflecting mind-control tactics in their communities: for example
“extreme” stalking (J. H. Kamphuis and P. M.G. Emmelkamp, Stalking — a contemporary challenge for
forensic and clinical psychiatry, Department of Clinical Psychology, University of Amsterdam, The
Netherlands, The British Journal of Psychiatry (2000) 176: 206-209), forced isolation and noise
campaigns that completely remove their ability to predict the future. This type of torture creates
dependence on others, a helplessness. SITIs claim being covertly tortured in their homes and
communities. They are broken individuals. Many were respected, well-paid professionals before their
experience. (See: Dupré, CIA Blackwater hit squads violence against innocent individuals, Examiner,
August 20, 2009)
Smith warns that "if the victims at this point in the new history of this mind-control, cannot yet prove their abuse, it
must be asserted that, faced with the available information about technological development – it is certainly not
possible for those seeking to evade such claims – to disprove them.
"To wait until the effects become widespread will be too late."
Perhaps it is too late.

The following videos include: 1) The History of Electromagnetic Weapons History by Marshall Thomas, and 2)
Directed Energy Weapons, a short segment of a Pentagon press conference.

Learn more by taking responsible action and continuing to ask, "Why?" and "Why not?" Your subscribing to
Deborah Dupré's reports and posting the link to this site (rather than posting the entire article) are requested and
appreciated. Dupré's most recent book is Operation H1N1: Vaccine Liberty or Death, an ebook available at
DeborahDupre.com.
Note: Special thanks and best courage to to Richard Centeno
Photo courtesy of Richard Centeno
Are you familiar with electromagnetic weapons effects? Please leave comments here describing your experiences.
Do you have photos of injuries you would appreciate sharing here? Write to Dupré at info@DeborahDupre.com

